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INTRODUCTION
Kontrol Energy Corp. (CSE: KNR) (FSE: 1K8) is a Canadian corporation
specializing in the integration of smart energy technologies and solutions
for North American commercial and industrial property owners and
operators. Kontrol Integrates smart energy devices, energy software and
energy retrofits to help organizations benefit from energy cost savings while
minimizing greenhouse gas emissions.

SHARE STRUCTURE

Company Equity Details as of: November 2018
Market Cap: $18.08 Million
Current Shares Outstanding: 27,396,509
Shares held by Insiders: 12,602,394
Float: 14,749,115
Current Insider Ownership: 46%
Warrants Outstanding: 9,231,502
Options Outstanding: 2,541,165
52 Week Low: $0 – High: $1.58
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About
Kontrol is addressing the significant energy challenges faced by North
American commercial and industrial property owners and operators. The
rise in the cost of electricity over the past five years, has considerably
outpaced the rate of inflation. Now
more than ever, high electricity costs
can have a detrimental impact on
overall industry competitiveness.
Impacting profitability and result in
lower market valuations for the
commercial real estate sector. The world
of energy consumption and demand, at
the commercial level, is directly
intersecting with the growth and advancement of the Internet of Things
(IOT), the Cloud and SaaS technology. Further, with increased
regulations surrounding greenhouse gases (“GHG”) at the provincial,
state and national level, the energy efficiency sector is one of the world’s
fastest growing fuel sources.
Kontrol has experienced a phenomenal, 2,028% Revenue Growth over 2
years, which hasn’t gone unnoticed. Recently the Canadian Business
Magazine Maclean’s Today ranked Kontrol Energy the 7th fastest growing
start-up in 2018.
Kontrol entered 2016 with about $400,000 in revenue, and finished 2016
at $1.9 million. In 2017 revenues reached $6.9million, now in 2018 Kontrol
is on track for $10.5 - $11 million. With proven growth strategies in motion
Kontrol has expectations for 2019 revenues to be upwards of $30 million.
Kontrol is in the process of taking a leadership position in shaping the way
customers use, manage and strategically allocate energy resources and
spending. Through connected energy devices, IOT and SaaS technology
customers can gain immediate energy savings, more control over their
energy consumption and demand in real-time and experience a giant leap
forward towards achieving sustainability objectives.
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Revenue Verticals
Kontrol Energy has been consistent in organically building sales
through its numerous subsidiaries or adding new revenues via
acquisitions. For Fiscal Year-End 2018, Kontrol is gearing up for an
anticipated $16 million Run Rate.
Kontrol views commercial and industrial properties with a holistic
approach and is offering clients a turn-key solution. Kontrol has verticals
that service all areas of where clients can make a building more energy
efficient, less environmentally impactful and less expensive to operate
and maintain.
IoT, connected devices and new technologies
With more than 500 commercial buildings, 20 Million square
feet of real estate and 20,000 connected devices Kontrol is an
emerging leader in real-time energy management.
Kontrol’s commercial building and multi-residential solutions and
technologies are specifically designed to reduce customer energy costs in
real-time. The overall thesis for Kontrol and the ultimate value-add for
clients is to have all the legacy building automation systems connected to
the Cloud through Kontrol’s energy software and IOT devices.
Some of the features of the Kontrol energy technology platform
includes: Connection to the Cloud, the ability to adjust settings and
control functionality remotely, door and window sensors to support insuite automation, occupancy usage and monitoring, real time alerts, data
and analytics for heat and cooling in real-time. Once date sets are robust
enough to start running advanced analytics, Kontrol will be able to
implement artificial intelligence and machine learning processes in order
to optimize use of key inputs and resources. Kontrol will be in a position
to be offer a significant return on investment for their clients who choose
to adopt the holistic approach to energy asset management.
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Cogeneration and Mechanical Equipment revenues
Cogeneration is a state-of-the-art technology that involves a highly
efficient natural gas generation system that produce electricity and hot
water simultaneously. The result is a significant reduction in a commercial
customers’ electricity and gas heating expenses. The closed system
generates electricity while also capturing the usable heat which is produced
in the process.
Electricity rates are soaring higher and this highly efficient on-site
power generation solution significantly reduces electricity grid
dependence for many of Kontrol’s commercial customers.
Retrofits, audit, monitoring, verification and design
Kontrol and its subsidiaries provide technical services to help building
owners across North America improve their facilities, save money, and
conserve valuable energy resources. Kontrol will uncover, design, offer
engineering services and manage facility systems solutions. With
emphasis on economic feasibility and energy savings. The “iDimax”
brand is the Company’s energy software platform operating as a Software
as a Service (SaaS) platform. iDimax and has more than 10 years of
successful operating history across 12 million square feet of commercial
real estate. Including some of Canada’s largest institutional real estate
owners and managers.
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Greenhouse Gas measurements and verification
Kontrol generates revenues from operations that include stack emission
testing, continuous emission testing, power generation, due diligence,
odour assessment and analytics, compliance consulting, and other
engineering services.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Non-invasive
Turn key projects
Upgrades to existing
energy systems

Monitor emissions for
compliance and process
Canada and US markets
Up to 40% in recurring
revenues

•

•
•

Decentralized, modular
power generation
systems
Integrated cogeneration

Real-time energy usage
data direct to customer
Data analytics through
the Cloud
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Highlighted Acquisitions
Kontrol has an impressive track record of executing acquisitions and
integrating accretive assets. Through their first two years of operations
Kontrol closed six deals, at roughly six-month intervals including the
RTO transaction. The Company has a clear template of how-to price
transactions-around 1x cash-flow and/or just under 5x EBITDA.
Transactions may be closed in cash or securities as the situation avails.
Each acquisition is designed to be accretive to overall operations and fit
within the 4 revenue verticals.
December 2016, Kontrol Energy
Corp. acquired Log-One Ltd.’s
award winning energy conservation
technology, Energy Management
System (“EMS”). An intelligent,
occupancy-based heating and air-conditioning control system for
commercial, and multi-residential real estate, including the hardware,
software, intellectual property and patents. Energy Management System
Technology has a 10-year track record of saving 20% to 30% of
Heating/AC costs with more than 20,000 units currently installed in
Canada. Following the acquisition, the Log-One EMS Technology was
rebranded as the Kontrol EMS Technology. By adding Internet of Things
(IOT) and mobile application capability the Company created a recurring
revenue platform through a SaaS model.
The aggregate purchase price for the EMS Technology was $800,000, of
which the Kontrol paid $250,000 in cash and $550,000 by way of
issuing 1 million common shares of the Company at a deemed price of
$0.55 per share.
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February 2017, Kontrol Energy
expanded its greenhouse gas emissions
energy solutions when it acquired a
100% ownership in ORTECH Consulting Inc., an engineering
consulting firm specializing in GHG reporting, emission testing, air quality
testing and renewable energy/power consulting. ORTECH Consulting Inc.
boasted a team with over 40 years of experience and is proudly one of the
largest emission testing teams in Canada.
At the time of acquisition, fiscal year ending March 31, 2016, ORTECH
reported audited gross revenues of $5.3 Million and normalized EBITDA
of $940,0003. In an all cash deal, Kontrol paid a less than 1x cash-flow or
4.89x EBITDA to acquire a business that has a significant portion of
revenue from recurring contracts. Essentially doubling its projected top
line revenue at the time.
August 2017, Kontrol acquired
Efficiency Engineering Inc. (“EE
Inc.”). EE Inc. Which had been
operating for more than 20 years.
Providing engineering services to industrial, municipal and commercial
building owners across Canada. EE Inc. provides its customers with
detailed energy efficiency analysis, energy audits, management of facility
system solutions, electrical and mechanical design and energy
conservation studies.
At the time of acquisition, average annual revenues for EE were
approximately $2.0 million and approximately $450,000 of average
annual Net Earnings before tax (EBT)4. Kontrol paid 1.23x cash-flow or
4.95x EBITDA for a total price tag of $2,230,000. Interestingly, EE had
$535,000 in working capital at the time and the deal was closed which all
went back to the principle as the cash on close portion of the deal was
$630,000. The rest of the deal was closed for $900,000 in stock at
$0.7433 and $700,000 in cash, payable after 15 months and was squared
away in October 2018.
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In late April 2018, Kontrol closed the
acquisition of MCW Dimax Ltd. (“MCX”), a
firm specializing in solutions for the application of
energy software to analyze the management of
complex heating, ventilation and cooling systems
for large residential, commercial, and mission
critical real estate owners. Having been in operation for over 10 years and
installed in 120 buildings, spanning more than 12 million square feet of
real estate, the software and related services are both robust and scalable.
At the time of closing, MCX had top-line sales of roughly $1,000,000
which was recurring revenue with about 80% gross margin and 20% net
margin5. The MCX deal was priced at 1x cash-flow or 5x EBITDA and paid
for all in cash of which $750,000 was on closing and $250,000 being
earned out.
On September 20, 2018, Kontrol acquired
CEMSI which had been six months in the
marking since the initial LOI was announced to
the market. With more than 25 years of
operational expertise across North-America as a market leader in turn-key
emission monitoring and equipment and solutions, CEMSI brings roughly
$6,000,000 in revenue and $1,000,000 in EBITDA to the Kontrol balance
sheet.
The aggregate purchase price for CEMSI was $3,350,000 about 0.56x
cash-flow or 3.35x EBITDA. This most recent deal was priced well below
previously executed deals by Kontrol, especially for an asset of considerable
size and impact to the business.
The conclusion on the Kontrol M&A strategy: It is evident that
there is a PE Fund type of logic to the M&A strategy at Kontrtol. The first
acquisition doubled sales, the second implemented a new distribution
channel and the third provided an additional valuable product, to be
marketed to existing customers. Kontrol Energy’s dedication to delivering
shareholder value through accretive asset acquisitions has been further
highlighted in their latest deal where a valuable asset was acquired up at a
nominal price. Given the company’s ability to find, negotiate and close
materially significant transactions on a six-month interval, it would be
reasonable to expect another deal to close in Winter or Spring 2019.
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Opportunities
Cannabis & Energy Solutions
The burgeoning
cannabis industry in
Canada is now
underway and there is
an increase in
competition between
licensed producers.
Looking to obtain
market share, LPs need
to provide a quality
product and maintain a
competitive price.
Furthermore, they have
to achieve both while
turning a profit. LP’s
have two main options
when it comes to
increasing their bottom
line. The first obvious
way is to increase the price of the product. Although this is one option, this
is not the most strategic choice to increase profits. Purchasers will look for
alternative cheaper options which could possibly result in lost revenues.
This leaves licensed producers with one strategy to remain competitively
priced-lowering production costs. Energy expenses for indoor grow
operations can consume upwards of 50% of the operational budget.
Implementing energy solutions to their operations, LPs would lower their
cost per gram and ultimately increases a company’s profit margin.
Kontrol Energy has recently expanded their operations into the cannabis
industry. The company announced they will supply licensed producers with
its integrated energy solutions and technologies through its operating
subsidiaries. It is no secret that energy costs in the province in Ontario are
one of the highest in the country when compared to other provinces such as
Québec. The reduction in energy costs will become a focal point for licensed
producers as they look to increase their profit margins through reduced
energy costs.
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Market Comparable
Legend
Power
Systems
(CSE: LPS)
is a great
market
comparable
to Kontrol
Energy. LPS
is a Canadian
based energy
solutions
provider for
commercial
and industrial real estate operators, big box retail, schools, hospitals, multiunit residential complexes and hotels.
LPS has a market capitalization of $37.54 Million with currently 101.46
million shares outstanding (at the time of writing). Kontrol Energy Corp
has a market capitalization of $19.45 Million alongside a very small float, of
only 27.39 million shares, with an insider ownership of 45%
Furthermore, Legend Power for the third quarter has revenues of
$2,112,341, with gross margins of 49%. Kontrol Energy Corp for a 3-month
period generated $2,106,254 in revenue with 74.44% gross margins. You
can see revenues are relatively the same with Kontrol coming in with a
25.44% higher margin than its competitor. We believe this to be an
important factor which demonstrates how undervalued KNR actually is.
With the comparison stated above, we believe it is quite clear Kontrol
Energy is severely undervalued versus its peer group.
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Market Opportunity
According to the IEA, global energy efficiency is a $2 trillion
market and is the fastest growing energy market globally.
A transition to adopt energy efficient solutions in large real estate and
commercial buildings is underway. Demand is rapidly growing as entities
such as hotels, property management companies and multi-complex
residential units look to reduce their energy costs and increase margins. A
Harvard Business Review Analytic Services report found that
approximately 90 percent of executives feel significant pressure to reduce
their energy spend, and more than 80 percent said fluctuating energy prices
are a challenge.
The 2017 Johnson Controls Energy Efficiency Indicator (EEI) survey of
more than 1,500 facility and management executives in the United States,
Canada and 10 other countries indicates that 70 percent of organizations
are paying more attention to energy efficiency than a year ago and 58
percent are expecting to increase investments next year. The top reason for
the increased attention for energy efficiency and the planned increased
investments across the globe is cost reduction.
North America possesses over 90 Billion square feet of commercial and
industrial real estate with an average cost of energy in the range of $2 per
square foot. According to a recent report conducted by Navigant Research,
the global market for energy efficient building technologies is expected to
grow to a staggering $360.6 billion by the year 2026. With buildings
accounting for close to 40 percent of all primary energy across the world
and a strong predicted growth of electricity consumption, Energy efficiency
and energy conservation are top priorities for facility management and
other management executives.7
Changes to the use of energy in Canada is shifting as the government aims
to lower its emissions and with more incentives to building owners to better
improve energy efficiencies. Owners of large complexes are also being
forced to adapt as the cost of energy continues to climb over time and these
owners are looking at ways to reduce their energy consumption as means to
reduce their costs, increase their bottom line and also receive tax credits
from the government for implementing new efficiencies.
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Such new tax credits are achieved through LEED credentials which
companies can earn through Canada Green Building Counsel (CaGBC) for
implementing new efficient technologies to reduce emissions. The Chief
Executive Officer of Canada Green Building Counsel Thomas Mueller in
2015 was quoted “We are extremely proud to be named as the top country
for LEED projects internationally again this year,” Mr. Mueller further
stated, by leading the global adoption of LEED, Canada’s building industry
is demonstrating how business and sustainability can go hand in hand to
reduce environmental impacts including carbon emissions. Building
owners and developers are increasingly making LEED an integral part of
doing business spurring demand for innovative products, technologies and
services, and, in the process, creating jobs and positive bottom lines.
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Catalysts
Summary:
•
•
•
•
•
•

High year over year growth rates
Up to 50% of Kontrol’s overall revenues are recurring annually
Accelerating SaaS recurring revenues
Further M&A growth
Undervalued compared to peers
Growing Fortune 500 Customer Base

The Company recently closed an acquisition of CEM Specialties Inc. which
generated $6 Million and an EBITDA of approximately $1 Million in
2018. Investors should be on the watch for increasingly significant and
sizeable acquisitions as the Company has a history of concluding an M&A
deal every 6 months. The roll-up strategy is a well-known one in the capital
markets and can payoff lucratively if management teams execute properly.
Our firm noted that the Kontrol team is consistent in their execution and
we would expect them to continue to deliver for shareholders.
Major catalysts for Kontrol Energy would include the signing of multiple
new contracts each valued upwards of $1M through its operating
subsidiaries. Between the 2-month period from September 11/2018 to
November 5/2018, Kontrol received 5 separate contracts each worth over
$1Million. We expect that KNR will continue to deliver more contracts of
this magnitude as their reputation and brands continue to grow in the
industry.
We believe that Kontrol will be entering a major growth cycle as the
Company has made a series of acquisitions and partnerships. According to
Management, the acquisitions executed since inception should help reduce
manufacturing costs by 50%, increase gross margin to 50%, while adding
Internet of things (IOT) capability for clients including real-time analytics,
automation and mobility.
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Additionally, during the summer, Kontrol Energy announced that the it
will be entering the cannabis market in North America as key supplier of its
integrated energy solutions to cannabis growers. The company has
currently signed 2 NDA’s in the Province of Ontario and multiple LPs are
requesting quotes. We expect Kontrol Energy will announce more deals in
the cannabis sector as these companies look to lower their costs in
provinces where electrical costs are high. Although for industry competitive
purposes the names are withheld, we believe more partnerships with
licensed producers is a large possibility as cannabis companies seek to
reduce costs wherever possible - notably their most expensive input.
The Company's’ fiscal year-end financial statements are due around the
end of April and the 2018 vintage will begin to reflect all the deals to date
and organic growth. Based on what has occurred so far and intel in the
public domain, at the time of publication of this report, it would be realistic
to expect top line revenue of close to $16,000,000 and an EBITDA of
$1,000,000. As far as the research team at Equity Insight is concerned,
none of this is baked in to the current valuation which was at $18 million at
the time of writing.
In time, if there is a large enough customer base within the Kontrol
network and Kontrol EMS, there could also be a significant energy and
energy derived tradebook established. It could be feasible for Kontrol to
establish itself as a market participant in OTC energy products such as
electricity futures
and carbon credits
on an agency basis
for the benefit of
clients or for the
Company’s own
accounts. If Kontrol
got in to this
business vertical,
the numbers could
get exponential.
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Conclusion
During multiple interviews, CEO Mr. Paul Ghezzi has stated his intentions
of building Kontrol Energy revenues to $100,000,000 by the year
2023. Annually, in North America alone, the energy technology building
market, is a $200 billion industry. Targeting 100 million, out of 200 billion
(0.5%) is an obtainable feat in our opinion. As Kontrol continues to
capitalize on energy intensive businesses, and expand their services into
new sectors such as the marijuana industry, we believe Mr.Ghezzi and his
team are on track to obtaining the $100 million revenue target in the next 5
years.
In addition to a solid business plan and a management team that keeps
executing, Kontrol provides investors exposure to today's hottest sectors
like IOT, Cannabis and Energy Software as a Service (Saas). With all
Kontrol has to offer as a growing company, investors get the added comfort
of a very low share count which is largely held by management and insiders.
Kontrol has achieved substantial organic and M&A driven growth in the
past 2 years. We believe they are in an excellent position to drive
considerable shareholder value. Kontrol Energy encompasses an impressive
roster of noteworthy customers which include numerous Fortune 500
companies. With a highly experienced management team that keeps
executing in a proven business model that continuously demonstrated
impressive revenue growth, it is only a matter of time before the market
recognizes what is occurring on the operational side of the business.
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Management

Paul Ghezzi - Founder & Chief Executive Officer, C.A, C.P.A,

Mr. Ghezzi is the founder and Chief Executive Officer at Kontrol Energy
Corp and is an industry leader in many different areas of solar energy and
renewable energy as Mr. Ghezzi has over 20 years of experience of
corporate finance and mergers & acquisitions, solar project financing and
renewable generation. Mr. Ghezzi has held many executive roles for such
companies as PWC, Bombardier, DBS and was the Chief Executive Officer
of Solar Income Fund and has also successfully managed over 100
Megawatts of solar energy developments. Mr. Ghezzi is a graduate from
York University with a Bachelor of Business Administration and also
obtained a Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA) and Chartered
Accountant (CA)
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Kristian Lavereau - Chief Operating Officer

Mr. Lavereau brings over 25 years of experience in the IT solutions sector
including analytics and mobile computing, as well as energy optimization
and efficiency systems such as solar PV, lighting and intelligent control
systems. Mr. Levereau has also built solutions for major clients which
include Minto, Oxford, Greenwin and the Toronto Catholic School Board.
As Kontrol Energy’s Chief Operating Officer, Mr. Lavereau is responsible
not only for managing the day to day operations of managing institutional
client portfolios and operating subsidiaries but is also responsible in
delivering strategic direction and the operational profitability and growth of
the company.
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Claudio Del Vasto - Chief Financial Officer, C.P.A., C.A

Mr. Del Vasto serves as the Chief Financial Officer of Kontrol Energy Corp.
and is a seasoned financial executive with an extensive background in
Corporate Finance and Business Development. Mr. Del Vasto has worked
with many high-profile companies such as Richter, Collins Barrow and
Bombardier where Mr. Del Vasto was responsible for multibillion-dollar
deal closing and debt and equity financing. At Kontrol Energy Mr. Del
Vasto manages financing functions, treasury, reporting, financial
management and assists in strategic acquisitions and the evaluation and
analysis of the company’s investments.
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Disclaimer
Equity Insight is a group of individual investors/traders completing detailed Due Diligence reviews. Follow
@EquityInsightCA for further DD doc. Equity Insight is a paid client of Client of Kontrol Energy Corp.
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